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lished the rule. As stated by REDFIELD, C. J., in Ma,yer v. Dwinell,
29 Vt. 298, "a promise in the alternative puts the alternative in
the election of the promisor, unless thel'e is something to take it out
of the general rule." rrhere are other provisions of the agreement
which enforce this interpretation of the condition, and indicate that
the complainant was to determine whether lacing studs or hooks
should be applied. Such are the provisions which require defendants
to give notice in advance to the complainant of various details relat-
ing to the finishing of the gloves, but are silent as to the kind of
fastenings to be applied. But perhap!> the most satisfactory reason
for construing the condition as indicated is the construction the par-
ties have placed upon it themselves by their conduct until this con-
troversy arose. When both parties have acted npon a certain con-
struction of an ambiguous document, that construction, if in itself
admissible, will be adopted by the court. Pollock, Cont.
These considerations dispose of all the important questions in the

case. There is no reason to suppose that the defendants have desired
to disregard the complainant's rights, but they have acted on a false
construction of the agreement.
A decree for an inj,unction and an accounting is ordered for com-

plainant.

AMERIOAN DIAMOND DRILL Co. v. SULLIVAN MAOHINE Co.

lOiTlluit Oourt. S. D. New York. JulV 21, 1884.

PATENT LAW-LESCHOT PATENT STONE-DRILLS-ANNULAR STOCK-CONVEX BOR-
ING BAR.
The intenl of the patentee having been to apply for and obtain a patent for

an annular Jltock. and not for a tool that did not leave a core, and the specifica-
tion and the claim having been framed so .as, tp describe the annular tool and
no other, was in the original patent; according to modern decisions, no
error which had arisen through inadvertence, accident, or mistake, nor was
there any defectlvene.ss or insuIticiency in the specification.

In Equity.
Edmund Wetmore, for
E. T. Rice and Alvan P. Hyde, for defendant.
SHIPMAN, J. In·1875 this courtpasaed an interlocutory decree en-

joining the defendant., against the further infringement of the second
claim of reissued letters patent No. 3,690, to Asahel J. Severance, as
assignee of Rudolph Leschot, dat.ed October 26, 1869, for an improved
rock-drilL The original patent was issued to ;Leschot, and was dated
July 14, 1863, The interlocutory decree was subsequently modified
so as to enjoin against the infringement of the third claim Of the re-
issue. An accounting has been had before a master, whose report
now comes {Dr confirmatiop, alld the case is ready for a final decree.
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Exceptions have been taken on both sides to the report,. but 8.11 the
exceptions are overraled, and the report is confirmed as containing a.
correct .finding upon the questions which were referred to the master.
The important question is, whether, untier the recent decisions of

the supreme court, the second and third claims of the reissue are
valid, and whether the final decree should not be for a dismissal of
the bill. Perkins v. Fourniquet, 16 How. 82.
The invention, the second and existing rr.issue, and the infringing

device were described in the opinion in the case of American Dia-
mond Rock BaTing Co. v. Sullivan Machine 00. 14 Blatchf. C. C. 119.
The descriptive part of the original patent was substantially the
same as the corresponding portion of the present reissue. The single
claim of the original was as follows: I

U The tool for boring or cutting rock. or other nard substances, composed of
an annular or tubular stock or crown, armed with a series of diamonds. and
operating substantially as herein specified."
The defendant's device had, instead of an annular boring head, a

convex boring head armed with diamonds, and with two holes on its
surface for the passage of water. By this device the entire portion
of rock which is acted upon by the tool is abraded.
The second and third claims of the present reissue are as follows:

, U(2) The row of cutting edges. ai, when attached to a revolving boring
head, so as to project beyond th6' circumference thereof, for the purpost's
specified.

U (3) In combination with a revolving and progressing boring head, having
cutting points projecting beyond the periphery thereof, a hollow central drill-
rod, through which the water is forced or passed."
The plaintiff insists that Leschot's actual invention was a

and progressing boring head armed with cutting points projectiugbe-
yond its periphery, so that they will cut a hole of larger diameter than
that of the boring head and drill, and give a clearance, and a hollow
drill-rod adapted by reason of its tubular form to permit the injec-
tion of water through the orifice in the boring head to wash away
the detritus; and further, that Leschot described in the original pat.
ent the manner in which the diamonds were placed, so a larger
diameter was given to the hole than that of the boring head. Both
these positions are true. The plaintiff then says that the original
:laim did not limit the patent to an annular boring her..d, but ex-
pressly included a tubular one, so that a convex head was included
in the patent as originally granted, and therefore that the new claims
of the reissue are not an expansion of the original. The plaintiff
understands the words "anuular or tubular" to mean that "the head
may be annular, so as to have a core, or tubular, 80 as to permit the
passage of water; and that in any case the head must be tubular, in
the sense of a passage through it for the flow of water."
If the claim of the original patent did limit the invention as pat-

.onted to an annular crown which would necessarily bore an annular
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hole, having a central core, the plaintiff admits that the second and
third claims of the reissue are an enlargement of the original patent,
and, being"contained in a reissue which was granted six. years after
the date of the original patent, are void.
The sole idea of Leschot when he obtained his original patent was

that he had a tool which bored an annular groove, leaving a central
core or l,el'llel. He did not see that his invention was broader than
his statement of it, and conld be made very useful for channeling or
cutting from the quarry blocks of marble or rock by making a series
of holes which did not leave a core. But he presented his invention
to the patent-office as one which had the single office, so far as its
cutting character was concerned, of boring annular holes or grooves,
and which was so constructed as to leave a central core within the
hole or groove. He said, indeed, that the operation of his tool would
be by the injection of a stream of water through the tubular
bar, for the purpose of washing out the detritus, but this sentence or
paragraph makes it plain that he considerfld that the chief function
of the tubular crown was to make an annular hole which should have
a core. The stock must be annular, and, being annular, it could admit
a stream of water through the hollow b&r. .The claim of the original
patent was not intended to enlarge the descriptive part of the speci-
fication, but to describe compactly and tersely the very invention
which he had previously described mOre at length, and the words "an-
nular or tubular" in the claim are synonymous, and were intended to
convey the same idea which the patentee had expressed in the de-
scriptive part of the specification. Therefore, if the patent was to
include a convex boring bar, and so include the actual i:c.vention, it
must be reissued. But the intent of the patentee having been to
apply and obtain a patent for an annular stock, and not for a tool
which did not .leave a core, and the specification and the claim hav,
lng been framed so as to clearly, accurately, and precisely describe
the annular tool and no other, there was in the original patent, ac-
cording to the modern decisions, no error which had arisen through
inadvertence, accident, or mistake, nor was there any defectiveness
or insufficiency in the specification.
The interlocutory decree was right, according to the theories of the

law whic-h were generally accepted in 1875. It is wrong as the law
now stands.
The dec.,ee dismissing the bill for the reason herein set forth will

he settled, if desired, upon hearing.
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(District Court, D. MarylanD.. July G,1884.)

SHIPPING-CHARTER-PARTy-BILL OF LADING-EMBEZZLEMENT BY MASTEB-
FRUIT CAHGO-GOLD COIN-USAGE OF TRADE.
A vessel was specially chartered for a lump sum to make a voyage from Bal-

timO're to the Bahama islands, the charterers to furnish" ballast out and a cargo
of fruit back." A sum in gold coin was given by charterers to the master, for
which he gave a bill of lading," freight as per charter-party." On the voyage
out the master left the ship, having embezzled the money. HelD.1 that underthe charter-party the owners did not contract for the safe carriage of gold coin,
and that the bill of lading was given without authority. Held,furtller, that
the alleged usage in the fruit trade with the Bahamas to send out in the vessel
gold coin with which to purchase the return cargo was not proved to be such
a usage as would bind a specially chartered vessel as carrier of the gold, and
that 1ll this case the master received the gold as bailee of the charterers.

In Admiralty.
Barton If Wilmer, for libelants.
John H. Handy, for respondents.
MORRIS, J. The libelants are importers of fruit in city of Bal-

timore, and chartered from the respondents the schooner :13. A. Wag-
ner, of about 50 tons, for a voyage to the Bahama islands and back.
The schooner had just made several such trips in the same employ-
ment under a chartor between the same parties. The present char-
ter was dated June 14, 1883, and by it the respondents (the owners)
chartered the vessel to the libelants for a voyage from Baltimore to
one or more ports in the Bahama islands, and back· to Baltimore, .
"the vessel to be tight, etc., and receive on board the merchandise
hereinafter mentioned," and the charterers engaged to provide and
furnish to the vessel "ballast outward, and a cargo of fruit back to
Baltimore," and agreed to pay a lump sum of $500 for the round
voyage on a proper delivery of cargo at Baltimore. The agent of the
owners, (who was also part owner of the schooner,) as well as the
charterers, lived in Baltimore. When the vessel was first chartered;
on April 12, 1883, there was some· discussion betweeh them about
the appointment of a proper master familiar with the fruit trade and
the ports to be visited, and upon the recommendation of the charter-
ers the owners appointed a certain McCahan to be master. He was
a mariner of experience in this particular f'l'uit trade with the BaJ
hamas, and a man of good reputation, and frequen'tly employed by
the chartere:-s. He made the earlier voyages of the season satisfao'-
torily, but on the voyage in question the charterers tohini
in Baltimore a bag containing $1,200 in gold coin, to be deliveredtb
their agent at the Island of Eluthera, to purchase pine-l1pples, for the
return cargo, and when the vessel had proceeded: down the bay as
far as Fortress Monroe he went ashore, taking the gold, and'hastnot
been heard of since. When the gold coin was given to the masterj
he executed a bill of lading in usual form, undertaking to deliver the


